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THE HONOURABLE SECRETARY,

UNITED NATIONS SECRETRIAT,

INTERNATIONALES AFFAIRES DIVISI

HONOURED SIRS,

SAFE THESRI LANKAN TAMILS.

Yielding advantage upon the occassional modifications
made by the Pioneers of the Sri Lankan Tamils ,in the tactics
of their Self- determination struggle, the Sri Lankan Government has
once again been reinforced its usual insensate recent
military attacks over the assets and lives of the very
innocent Tamil civilans, desolating them as International
refugees.

Traditional homelands of the Tamils have
and the Tamil civilians are being made
orphans suffering severe casulaties.

been deprived
as Political

Aerial attacks associated with extended military operations
that never before been enforced upon civilian concentrated
targets are now been deployedj causing innuraerous destructions
and large scale loss of lives.

People are suffering
facilities.

lack of medical and hygienical

J

We do request You, the representatives of the United Nations
to intervene the critical situation very urgently to bring
out peace in Tamil Homelands by putting pressure upon
both the Government and the Liberation Fighters, in admittance
of a solution.

Amidst of the peace negotiations, we do request immediate
attention upon the rehabiliation measures, do also take
oppurtunity to state that the best approche can be now
attended by the Sri Lankan Government, by rapidly implementing
satisfactory proposals in language, culture, education, employment
and development issues of the Tamils, either solely or in the
presence of the International Institutions who may provide
proper environment for this cause.
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